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The OK Factor’s educational outreach is a mix of what inspires them most: 

exciting string techniques, fun folk tunes, original music, and the stories from 

their experiences as musicians. They are passionate about creating an 

experience that will inspire and encourage students and communities to 

explore music - to cultivate a curiosity about its role in their lives. 

 

Olivia and Karla believe there is not a one-size-fits-all approach to presenting 

an educational program. It is both possible and exciting to craft something 

that uniquely fits your students or community members and their interests. 

Olivia and Karla share their joy and love for music in many ways, ranging 

from mini-performances to a question and answer session, to multi-day 

classes devoted to learning and mastering new string techniques, and 

everything in between.  

 

The following pages contain descriptions of The OK Factor's most popular 

workshop formats as well as an ‘a la carte’ listing of options that allow you to 

build a workshop that best fit your needs. Additonal community outreach 

programs are listed on page 4.  

 

"Their music fills the room, making it hard to believe that only two  
instruments are creating the sounds...they pull the audience in with  
their unorthodox style of playing." - Waterloo Cedar Falls Courier 
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We can't wait to collaborate with you to create an educational 
outreach experience that is uniquely yours.  

You can reach us directly at dan@theokfactor.com

OVERVIEW



POPULAR WORKSHOPS

PERFORMANCE Q&A 

Performance by The OK Factor integrated 

with a student-led question and answer 

session. Students hear original pieces 

composed by Olivia and Karla, and ask any 

questions they might have about their music, 

life as a musician, etc.  

STRING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP 

This is a workshop dedicated to learning new 

string techniques, such as chopping, accented 

rhythmic patterns, and various extended 

techniques. Olivia and Karla go in depth with 

each of these techniques, and teach students 

the ins and outs of how to make them work 

on their instruments. Age-appropriate games 

and small group work may be included. 

Available as a single class period, all day, or 

multi-day workshop.
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These workshops are customizable and designed to fit varying age groups, elementary 
through collegiate levels. Such levels may include but are not limited to: public school 
programs, private school programs, private studios, community ensembles, youth 
orchestras, collegiate groups, etc. 



ADDITIONAL OPTIONS  

Available for add-on to one of the popular workshop formats, or as a base from which 

you can create your own workshop experience.  

 

Mini Performance  

The OK Factor performs their original music. 20-30 minutes in length. 

Can be integrated within a Q&A or at the end of any workshop experience. 

 

Q&A  

Audience-led interaction with Olivia and Karla. 

Can be integrated with a mini-performance or at the end of any workshop experience. 

 

String Techniques 

Focuses on The OK Factor's favorite techniques to teach, including chopping 

accented rhythmic patterns, and various extended techniques. Students should have at 

least one year of experience on their instruments. One hour in length.  

 

Compositional Techniques 

Focuses on the compositional aspects of Olivia and Karla's music. Techniques include 

improvisation, alternative scales, implementing folk tunes, form, and arrangement. 

Discusses the traditional forms of folk music and how to craft an arrangement based on 

those tunes. One hour in length.  

  

COMING SOON:  The OK Factor Songs  

Duo, quartet, and orchestral arrangements of The OK Factor's original pieces. 

The OK Factor is excited to announce the publication of their favorite tunes in the 

form of a tune book, complete duo arrangements, expanded quartet arrangements, and 

orchestral arrangements with both student and professional versions. Available for 

purchase Summer 2017.
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COMMUNITY PROGRAMS  

SENIOR EDUCATION 
 

Through the MacPhail Music for Life program, The OK Factor has developed an hour 

long program designed specifically for adults ages 55+. The program engages this 

community in the comfort of their own space, bringing the music to them. The OK 

Factor shares classics from various genres (jazz, folk, show tunes, etc.) as well as their 

own original music, speaking to the versatility of the violin and cello and the various 

techniques they have cultivated as a duo. This program often includes a brief Q&A 

session.  

JAM SESSIONS 
 

The OK Factor engages all ages and skill levels with their community jam sessions. 

Community members are encouraged to have at least one year of playing experience. 

Participants meet with The OK Factor for an hour of music-making in which the duo 

will teach various tunes and melodies using a combination of sight-reading and 

playing by rote. This provides an opportunity for instrumentalists and music lovers 

who may or may not be affiliated with a particular ensemble or studio to make music 

with friends in a relaxed and exciting environment. The end result, while it varies 

per group, is the comprehension of three to four tunes and possibly a group 

arrangement. Participants are invited to bring their favorite tunes as well.   
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Workshops  &  Communi ty  Programming  

Olivia Diercks, cello 

Karla Dietmeyer, violin 

www.theokfactor.com 

We can't wait to collaborate with you to create an educational 

outreach experience that uniquely fits your community.  

 

 

For booking inquiries, please contact:  

Dan Fernelius, Manager 

dan@theokfactor.com  


